Mid-Level Provider Peer Review Support

WORKING TOGETHER TO CONTINUALLY FIND AND IMPLEMENT EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS THAT DRIVE EXCELLENCE IN HEALTHCARE.

With increased regulations, hospitals are often faced with a lack of internal resources to manage the peer review process and must find ways to bridge the gap. Not only does MDReview provide an unprecedented level of integrity and credibility with our physician peer review, we provide this same level of service for mid-level providers including nurse practitioners (NPs), physician assistants (PAs), Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists (CRNAs), and physical therapists.

After selecting only those mid-level providers recommended by someone we know and trust and who are able to meet our high standards, we train them in the MDReview methods to ensure all written reports are thorough yet concise, and reach clear, well-supported conclusions. Our reports reflect the highest degree of integrity because all of our reviewers follow a fair and objective process, with reports written in a consistent format created by MDReview.

Contact us today to learn one more way we are setting the standard for excellence in peer review.
About MDReview

MDReview provides highly effective and innovative physician peer review, delivered with the utmost integrity. MDReview's main purpose is to support hospitals in making some of the most important decisions that are at the heart of their quality management efforts. With a national reach to a diverse client base in all 50 states, MDReview is the standard for excellence in peer review. MDReview is located in Centennial, Colorado.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Please visit our website at www.md-review.com